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HOW A HUMANITARIAN TRUCE WAS BROUGHT ABOUT
IN SANTO DOMINGO

The International Review mentioned last month that, thanks to
the joint initiative of Mr. Pierre Jequier, delegate of the Inter-
national Committee of the Red Cross, and the Dominican Red
Cross, a truce was concluded in Santo Domingo, and was able to be
prolonged, thus putting an end to the fighting which had caused so
much loss in human lives and material. These efforts on the part of
the Red Cross were supported by the United Nations and the
Organization of American States.

The first objective of the suspension of arms was to collect the
wounded, a certain number of whom had remained without treat-
ment, to supply hospitals and remove the dead. These tasks were
carried out by Dominican Red Cross teams. For his part, the ICRC
delegate continued his representations with a view to prolonging
the humanitarian truce which demonstrates the effectiveness of the
principles of the Red Cross in whose name it was demanded. In a
letter to the ICRC, Mr. Jequier recalls the events and successive
phases of his activity of coming to the aid of the victims of the
events at a dramatic moment:

In the afternoon of May 16, 1965, on my arrival at the Dominican
Red Cross, its President, Dr. Luis F. Fernandez Martinez, submits a
draft appeal to me which he wants to broadcast to the sides opposing
each other in Santo Domingo, in order to obtain the cessation of fighting
for a few hours.

This truce would enable volunteers of the Dominican Red Cross to
go to the North part of the town to collect the wounded and sick and
remove the corpses.

I am personally of the opinion that his intervention would have more
value if it were based on the Geneva Conventions which lay down the
precise methods for an agreement between belligerents for the obtaining
of a truce, as well as for the creation of hospital and safety zones.
At my request, the President adds to the text which he had drawn up a
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paragraph pointing out that his appeal is in fact based on the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 and that it is approved of by the ICRC delegate
on special mission in Santo Domingo.

On Monday, May 17, the broadcasting station transmits this mes-
sage which remains unheeded, since fighting continues unabated. At
midday I am received personally by General Imbert whom I try to
convince of the necessity for a ceasefire. His answer is negative.

In the afternoon of Tuesday, May 18, / go, together with the
President of the Dominican Red Cross, to Colonel Caamano's head-
quarters in the zone controlled by the Constitutional Government. I take
this opportunity of reminding the Colonel of the existence of the Geneva
Conventions and hand him a summary of the articles in Spanish,
stressing those relating to a ceasefire and to the creation of a neutral
zone. Colonel Caamano declares that he agrees, in principle, to con-
sider a truce of 12 hours.

The following day, Dr. Mayobre, Special Envoy of the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, receives me in company with the
President of the Dominican Red Cross, as well as with the WHO
representative.

Noting the identity of our views, he suggests that we draw up a
document fixing the principles and the methods of a truce. Shortly
before this interview we intervene once more with General Imbert. He
asks us if we think a two hours' truce would be sufficient. The President
of the Dominican Red Cross points out to him that such a period would
only enable him to sketch out the proposed action and that 12 hours
would be the minimum time-limit. General Imbert agrees with our
reasoning.

On Thursday, May 20, after having drawn up, as requested, two
separate documents for each of the opposing sides, we return to the
headquarters of the government together with two representatives of the
United Nations. The truce which we propose is fixed for tomorrow,
Friday, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mr. Mayobre then makes known that
the Security Council is awaiting to hear with the keenest interest the
decision which will be taken. General Imbert replies that his Govern-
ment can take no decision without first referring to the military leaders.
The President of the Dominican Red Cross then insists on the absolute
necessity for this truce to enable his Society to carry out an essential
humanitarian work. I, for my part, remind General Imbert that the
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Dominican Republic is signatory to the Geneva Conventions. General
Imbert maintains his point of view, namely that the military leaders
must be consulted. No answer will be forthcoming until 4 p.m. today.

After leaving General Imbert's office, we then go and visit Colonel
Caamano. He, together with his staff, receives us immediately and
makes no objections to our proposals. He signs the agreement for a
truce, after being assured by the President of the Dominican Red Cross
that the document will be destroyed should the adverse party refuse to
agree to the conditions.

At 3.45 p.m. we leave Colonel Caamano's headquarters for the
rendez-vous arranged by General Imbert. After a short interval, we are
taken to an office in which there are all the members of the government,
as well as five Generals and Colonels of the Dominican army. General
Imbert at once informs us that the military leaders do not consider that
there is sufficient time to warn all the army outposts before the following
morning by 6 a.m. He proposes postponing the decision by 24 or
48 hours. Mr. Mayobre then draws the government's attention to the
unfortunate effect which his hesitation would produce on the Security
Council. I personally propose that account should be taken of the
military leaders' arguments. Since they find it physically impossible
to arrange for a ceasefire by dawn tomorrow, let us postpone the begin-
ning of the truce by a few hours. It is essential that the work of the Red
Cross be carried out without incident.

Finally, agreement is given to a cessation for 24 hours instead of
the 12 hours suggested, but which will start the next day at noon. The
document is signed by General Imbert on behalf of the government of
National Reconstruction.

We all know the sequel. The truce has been respected and the
Geneva Conventions applied by both sides. The time-limit of 24 hours
as laid down has already expired and hostilities have not been renewed.
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